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Today's Big Story
MINIX Z100-AERO Mini PC with 2.5GbE+1GbE ports and NVMe SSD Support

LXer Features
My Linux Laptop
Laptop Dual Boot Project: Part 2
Laptop Dual Boot Project
Lenovo Laptop Love..Not!
Attempting to install Linux on a new laptop, a follow-up
Attempting to install Linux on a new laptop

Have something to say?
Ready to be published?  LXer is read by around 350,000 individuals each month, and is an excellent  place for you to publish your ideas, thoughts, reviews, complaints,  etc.  Do you have something to say to the Linux community?  
  
  Publish it here.

DaniWeb Linux Community
 An exciting professional discussion group about software development, php,   shell scripting,  networking, ruby, and more.


Latest Discussions
	 Virt-manager vs Cockpit Web Console on Fedoras 40 Beta,39,38 and other Linux Flavors

	 KDE Plasma 6.0.2 on Manjaro Testing branch

	 Wonderfull app

	 How to contact editorial board of Lxer.com  in private ?

	 LOL

	 Install Python 3.12.2 on ManjaroKDE 23.1.3 Stable branch

	 This post is one of the best ever to appear on LXer's news wire 

	 Struggling wrapping my head around this

	 Suggestions for Refreshing Article Categories on LXer.com

	 Wrong Goal




More...
Site Menu

	     Latest News    
	     Newswire    
	     Forums    
	          Syndicate    
	     Submit story
	       Story HOWTO     
	           Don't miss our      LXer Features!   




Other News
- LWN.net  
  Their weekly coverage of Linux news is unmatched in this community.  
  
  - LinuxGizmos.com
  Excellent news for embedded Linux.
  
- LinuxQuestions.org  
Discussion forums for Linux users.  
  

LinuxQuestions.org is a friendly and active Linux Community with forums, reviews, a hardware compatibility list, a wiki, tutorials, a download site, a podcast and more.
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[image: New story!] How to Update Your TUXEDO Linux Laptop BIOS & EC Firmware
	Linux-Tech&More; By Djalel Oukid
(Posted by LinuxTechMore on Apr  4, 2024 10:18 PM EDT)
	Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Linux



Ah, those memories of wrestling with BIOS and Embedded Controller firmware (EC) updates on my laptop... It often meant resorting to Windows installations or risky workarounds, a headache for Linux users like myself. But thankfully, recent years have seen improvements.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] 13 Best Free and Open Source Linux Webcam Tools
	LinuxLinks.com; By Steve Emms
(Posted by sde on Apr  4, 2024 8:29 PM EDT)
	Story Type: Roundups; Groups: Linux, Multimedia



Webcams spice up online communication by offering real-time video chat and webcasting.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] How To Test A Package Without Installing It Using Nix In Linux
	ostechnix.com
(Posted by ostechnix on Apr  4, 2024 6:40 PM EDT)
	Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Linux



This tutorial describes how to create ad hoc shell environments to test a package without installing it using Nix package manager in Linux.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] OWASP Discloses Data Breach Attributed to Wiki Misconfiguration
	LinuxSecurity.com - Hybrid RSS; By Dave Wreski
(Posted by bob on Apr  4, 2024 4:52 PM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story, Security; Groups: Linux



A recent data breach incident disclosed by the OWASP Foundation due to a wiki misconfiguration highlights a critical concern for security practitioners, specifically Linux admins and infosec professionals. The breach exposed personal information from members who joined the foundation between 2006 and 2014.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] FIREBAT T8 Plus Mini PC Running Linux: Multimedia
	LinuxLinks.com; By Steve Emms
(Posted by sde on Apr  4, 2024 3:03 PM EDT)
	Story Type: Roundups; Groups: Linux, Multimedia



This is the fourth article in our series looking at a FIREBAT T8 Plus Mini PC running Linux. This machine has an Intel N100 processor, 16GB of RAM, and 512GB SSD. It’s an extremely inexpensive machine costing little more than a Raspberry Pi 5 yet it’s much more powerful. It sounds like an ideal low cost machine to run Linux on the desktop.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] NVIDIA + Wayland on Arch: A Comprehensive Setup Guide
	Linuxiac.com; By Bobby Borisov
(Posted by bobolin on Apr  4, 2024 1:14 PM EDT)
	Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Arch, Linux



Unlock the secrets to a flawless NVIDIA and Wayland setup on Arch Linux. Follow our step-by-step guide for a hassle-free desktop experience.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] Enabling SSH Root Login on Ubuntu/Debian Linux Servers
	linuxconfig.org; By Lubos Rendek
(Posted by linuxer on Apr  4, 2024 11:26 AM EDT)
	Story Type: Security, Tutorial; Groups: Linux



Securing remote server access is paramount for system administrators and developers. While it’s common practice to disable root login over SSH due to security concerns, there are scenarios where enabling it is necessary, such as when managing a remote server without a user account or for specific administrative tasks. This article guides you through enabling SSH root login on Ubuntu or Debian Linux servers or desktops, ensuring you can access your system with the necessary precautions.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] LXC Project Announces 6.0 LTS Release with Support Until 2029
	Linuxiac.com; By Bobby Borisov
(Posted by bobolin on Apr  4, 2024 9:37 AM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story



LXC 6.0 LTS container management solution launches with major updates: IPV6, squashfs images, and a new timeout function.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] (Updated) Radxa previews ZERO 3E Single Board Computer with GbE port
	LinuxGizmos.com; By Giorgio Mendoza
(Posted by bob on Apr  4, 2024 7:48 AM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story; Groups: Community



(Updated) Radxa previews ZERO 3E Single Board Computer with GbE port


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] Ubuntu 24.04 LTS Beta Release Postponed Due to Security Concerns
	Linuxiac.com; By Bobby Borisov
(Posted by bobolin on Apr  4, 2024 6:00 AM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story, Security; Groups: Distributions, Linux, Ubuntu



Canonical rebuilds Ubuntu 24.04 LTS packages for Noble Numbat Beta, ensuring safety from CVE-2024-3094 threat.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] MINIX Z100-AERO Mini PC with 2.5GbE+1GbE ports and NVMe SSD Support
	LinuxGizmos.com
(Posted by bob on Apr  4, 2024 4:11 AM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story



MINIX Z100-AERO Mini PC with 2.5GbE+1GbE ports and NVMe SSD Support


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] New GitHub Actions Enhancements Boost Security & Power
	LinuxSecurity.com - Hybrid RSS; By Dave Wreski
(Posted by bob on Apr  4, 2024 2:23 AM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story, Security; Groups: Developer



Recent enhancements have been made to GitHub Actions , a feature of GitHub that enables automation and CI/CD processes for developer teams. The updates focus on boosting security and power for GitHub-hosted runners, virtual machines that execute workflows.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] 5 Best Free and Open Source Linux Font Renderers
	LinuxLinks.com; By Steve Emms
(Posted by sde on Apr  4, 2024 12:34 AM EDT)
	Story Type: Roundups; Groups: Linux



This article focuses on font renderers for Linux. Font rendering is the process by which operating systems take text and turn it into display text.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] After a Recent SSH Vulnerability, Systemd Reduces Dependencies
	Linuxiac.com; By Bobby Borisov
(Posted by bobolin on Apr  3, 2024 10:45 PM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story, Security; Groups: Linux



Recent sshd/xz backdoor (CVE-2024-3094 ) reveals risks in systemd's libsystemd, sparking debate on dependency reduction. Here's more on that!


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] Linux Kernel 6.7 Reaches End of Life, Users Urged to Upgrade to Linux Kernel 6.8
	9to5linux.com; By Marius Nestor
(Posted by hanuca on Apr  3, 2024 8:57 PM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story, Security; Groups: Kernel, Linux



Renowned Linux kernel maintainer Greg Kroah-Hartman announced today the end of life (EOL) for the Linux 6.7 kernel series, urging users to upgrade to the latest Linux 6.8 kernel as soon as possible.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] How To Create Reproducible Development Environments With Nix-shell
	ostechnix.com
(Posted by ostechnix on Apr  3, 2024 7:08 PM EDT)
	Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Linux



Nix-shell allows you create customized development environments for each project, complete with all the necessary tools and libraries.




	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] Linux Foundation marshals support for open source alternative to Redis
	The Register; By Lindsay Clark
(Posted by bob on Apr  3, 2024 5:19 PM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story; Groups: Cloud, Linux, Oracle



Follows the vendor's decision to overhaul licensing of the popular cache database.  Cloud giants AWS, Google, and Oracle have come out in support of a Linux Foundation open source fork of Redis, the popular in-memory database frequently used as a cache, following changes to its licensing.…


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] The Rise of Linux Ransomware Targeting IoT Devices: Implications & Considerations
	LinuxSecurity.com - Hybrid RSS; By Brittany Day
(Posted by bob on Apr  3, 2024 3:31 PM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story, Security; Groups: Linux



Ransomware targeting Linux systems is a growing threat, particularly in IoT ecosystems. Cybersecurity analysts are presenting live forensic techniques to detect ransomware infections on Linux machines. Let's examine Linux ransomware's unique challenges and its potential impact on the IoT industry.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] How to enable SSH on Ubuntu (for 20.04, 22.04) 
	RoseHosting Blog; By Jeff Wilson
(Posted by RoseHosting on Apr  3, 2024 1:42 PM EDT)
	Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Linux, Ubuntu



It is possible to enable SSH on Ubuntu 20.04 and Ubuntu 22.04 in only six steps. Secure Shell (SSH) is a network protocol that allows secure remote access to servers and other devices over an unsecured network. It’s an essential tool for system administrators and developers who need to manage their servers remotely.  Enabling SSH on Ubuntu 20.04 and the newer version, Ubuntu 22.04, is a straightforward process, and this guide will walk you through the steps.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] The Critical Importance of Prioritizing Memory Safe Programming Languages
	LinuxSecurity.com - Hybrid RSS; By Brittany Day
(Posted by bob on Apr  3, 2024 11:53 AM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story, Security; Groups: Python



The importance of prioritizing memory-safe programming languages has never been greater. Using memory-safe programming languages such as Python, Java, C#, Go, Rust, and Swift offers significant security advantages for admins and programmers, while avoiding the vulnerabilities associated with memory-unsafe languages like C++.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] Beyond the Jokes: April Fool’s Day through the Linux’s Lens
	Linuxiac.com; By Bobby Borisov
(Posted by bobolin on Apr  3, 2024 10:05 AM EDT)
	Story Type: Editorial, Humor



April Fool's Day and Fedora's KDE Plasma switch: Are these pranks a continuing delight, or is it time to retire the old antics?


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] Intel courts devs with open arms and exotic hardware
	The Register
(Posted by bob on Apr  3, 2024 8:16 AM EDT)
	Groups: Intel, Developer, Cloud; Story Type: Interview



Is Developer Cloud enough to steal Nvidia's thunder?
Interview Intel is attempting to woo developers to its cloud with early access to unreleased hardware and a born-again attitude to open source in a bid to differentiate itself from competitors.…


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] Setting Up a Linux Intrusion Detection System with AIDE
	linuxconfig.org; By Korbin Brown
(Posted by linuxer on Apr  3, 2024 6:27 AM EDT)
	Story Type: Security, Tutorial; Groups: Linux



An intrusion detection system (IDS) is an important security tool for system administrators. Its purpose is to notify us whenever it detects that a potential intrusion has occurred. When an attacker compromises a system, one of the first things they will usually do is attempt to change file permissions, attempt to escalate to the root user account, or start modifying system files. The IDS is configured to monitor for these changes and make us aware of them if they occur.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] How to Host Your Own bit.ly Server with Shlink in Linux
	Make Tech Easier; By Ramces Red
(Posted by damien on Apr  3, 2024 4:39 AM EDT)
	Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Linux, Ubuntu



Shlink is a free link shortening server and web app for Linux. Learn how you can install this powerful Bit.ly alternative on Ubuntu today.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] System76’s Oryx Pro Linux Laptop Gets 14th Gen Intel HX-Class CPU and More RAM
	9to5linux.com; By Marius Nestor
(Posted by hanuca on Apr  3, 2024 2:50 AM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story; Groups: Linux



Linux hardware vendor System76 has updated their Oryx Pro Linux-powered laptop with a 14th Gen Intel HX-Class processor and more memory than previous versions.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] Best Practices and Strategic Insights to Dockerizing Your Linux Applications
	Linux Journal; By George Whittaker
(Posted by bob on Apr  3, 2024 1:01 AM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story; Groups: Community, Developer, Kernel, Linux, Ubuntu, Virtualization



This guide delves deep into the world of Dockerizing applications on Linux, covering best practices, deployment strategies, and much more to empower developers and DevOps professionals alike.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] How to use Raspberry Pi to monitor network traffic
	linuxconfig.org; By Korbin Brown
(Posted by linuxer on Apr  2, 2024 11:13 PM EDT)
	Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Linux, Raspberry Pi



There are a plethora of tools available for the Raspberry Pi that system administrators can use to monitor network traffic. Newer Raspberry Pi models even come with a built in WiFi chip in addition to the traditional Ethernet port, giving us even more options for connecting to networks and monitoring traffic. Network monitoring can be useful for troubleshooting connectivity problems or identifying bottlenecks that are slowing down connections.

In this tutorial, we will go over various tools that can be used to monitor the network traffic on a Raspberry Pi. Along with default utilities on Raspberry Pi OS, additional packet sniffing and network analyzer tools such as Wireshark can be installed and used to gather information on network traffic. Let’s see how to use them.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] Thunderbird Progresses with Exchange Compatibility
	Linuxiac.com; By Bobby Borisov
(Posted by bobolin on Apr  2, 2024 9:24 PM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story; Groups: Linux



March 2024's Thunderbird Digest reveals Exchange Autodiscovery and OAuth compatibility improvements in the latest update.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] Mastering Linux Disk Management: LVM and Disk Partitioning
	Linux Journal; By George Whittaker
(Posted by bob on Apr  2, 2024 7:36 PM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story; Groups: Community, Developer, Linux



This guide delves into the intricacies of Disk Partitioning and Logical Volume Management (LVM), equipping you with the knowledge to optimize your Linux system's storage.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




[image: New story!] Fedora 40 Beta Released with Impressive Speed & New Security Features
	LinuxSecurity
(Posted by bob on Apr  2, 2024 5:47 PM EDT)
	Story Type: News Story; Groups: Fedora



Fedora 40 beta , the newest version of the Fedora operating system, is an efficient and lightning-fast release with various new and useful features. Compared to its previous releases, Fedora 40 is lightning-fast and offers maximum efficiency to users.


	Full story
	Read more
	 0 threads and 0 posts




There are 2 forums.
	Message Board	Who	Last Post
	Linux	dba477	Mar 29, 2024 2:09 AM
	LXer Meta Forum	linuxer	Feb  6, 2024 6:32 AM
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